Enough or either

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Circle and write the correct word.

I want either doll.
I have enough milk on my cereal.

1) There is ________ (either / enough) information to continue.

2) ________ (either / enough) restaurant is a good place to eat.

3) There aren’t ________ (either / enough) leaves in this bag.

4) Will ________ (either / enough) parent give you permission?

5) You want more, or did you have ________ (either / enough) food for now?

6) I think ________ (either / enough) bicycle will take us there fast.

7) I want to make sure there are ________ (either / enough) chairs for everyone.

8) Mary made ________ (either / enough) gifts for every child.

9) ________ (either / enough) friend will go with you.

10) We can walk on ________ (either / enough) side of the road.
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Answers

1) There is ___enough___ (either / enough) information to continue.

2) ___Either___ (either / enough) restaurant is a good place to eat.

3) There aren’t ___enough___ (either / enough) leaves in this bag.

4) Will ___either___ (either / enough) parent give you permission?

5) You want more, or did you have ___enough___ (either / enough) food for now?

6) I think ___either___ (either / enough) bicycle will take us there fast.

7) I want to make sure there are ___enough___ (either / enough) chairs for everyone.

8) Mary made ___enough___ (either / enough) gifts for every child.

9) ___Either___ (either / enough) friend will go with you.

We can walk on ___either___ (either / enough) side of the road.